
H A S  G O N E  S O C I A L

THE ADVANCEMENT OF AN INCOMING ARMY USED TO BE MARKED BY BATTLE CRIES AND THE DISTANT 
POUNDING OF WAR DRUMS. HOWEVER, CONQUERING FORCES ARE NOW IMPLEMENTING MUCH MORE 

PERSONAL TACTICS – NAMELY THOSE FOUND THROUGH YOUR MOBILE DEVICE AND PERSONAL COMPUTER. THE 
ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND SYRIA (ISIS) HAS CONDUCTED NUMEROUS SUCCESSFUL SOCIAL MEDIA BLITZES 

TO PROMOTE AND SPREAD PROPAGANDA, RECRUIT MEMBERS & BROADCAST NEWS ACROSS THE GLOBE.

ISIS, also known as The Islamic State of Iraq 
and the Levant (ISIL) or just Islamic State (IS), 

is an Islamic extremist group and an 
unrecognized militant state  with territory in 
Iraq, Syria, Libya and Lebanon. Although Al 

Qaeda was one of the first terrorist 
organization to successfully leverage social 
media for widespread communication, the 

effectiveness of ISIS’s current social media 
tactics is unprecedented in the the history of 

jihadist movements. Recruiting and propaganda 
efforts span all the way from locations in the 

Middle East to the Western world. 

WHAT EXACTLY IS ISIS?

WHAT DO THEY AIM TO DO?

Recruit to their 
cause, with a 
focus on children 
and teens

Consolidate local 
support and increase 
territorial control

Establish a single 
Islamic state for 
all Muslims

Raise funds

Spread propaganda 
to incite fear and 
recruit members, 
especially in the 
Western world

Manipulate the military 
tactics of their adversaries 
for their own agenda

HOW IS ISIS USING SOCIAL MEDIA TO FURTHER THEIR WAR?

COORDINATION AND COMMUNICATION: 
As is true in anywhere, social networks are the simplest and most effective 
way to communicate with large groups of disparate people. ISIS uses 
public social networks and messaging apps to communicate about attacks, 
share new propaganda and interact with supporters and recruits alike. 

SOCIAL BOT ARMIES: 
ISIS has created its own Arabic-language Twitter app called “The 
Dawn of Glad Tidings” (or just “Dawn”). When users sign up, they give 
ISIS permission to send tweets via their accounts. This creates an 
army, or botnet, of automated puppet Twitter profiles. ISIS propaganda 
thus reaches tens of thousands of users, giving the perception that 
their message is more widespread and popular than it truly is. 

NETWORK HOPPING: 
As adversaries of ISIS begin to fight back on social media, be it the 
hacker collective Anonymous or the social networks themselves, 
ISIS is quick to pack up their operations and move to new platforms. 
For instance, most ISIS-affiliated Twitter accounts are suspended 
after only a few days. ISIS has turned to private messaging apps 
like Telegram, although there, too, they are quickly banned. 

HIJACKING WESTERN TRENDS AND HASHTAGS: 
ISIS distributes propaganda specifically designed to target a Western 
audience. For instance, they hijack unrelated trending hashtags, 
such as #fifaworldcup, to spread their message to the Wetern world. 
They also leverage memes and Western culture: “YODO – You Only 
Die Once. Why not Make it a Martyrdom?” or, referencing the popular 
videogame, “This is our Call of Duty, and we respawn in Jannah.” 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROPAGANDA MAGAZINES AND FILM: 
ISIS invests considerable resources into their marketing. They 
publish incredibly well produced propaganda videos and magazines. 
These are posted to YouTube and SlideShare and distributed. 

FIGHT SOCIAL MEDIA TERROR
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ISIS has built a sophisticated and effective online propaganda engine, exploiting many mainstream networks 
such as Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, Telegram, WhatsApp, Diaspora and LinkedIn. Their efforts resemble a 

well-oiled marketing department, employing experts in PR and design to ensure a legitimate appearance. ISIS 
has mastered the art of making the voices of a few sound like the voices of millions. 

ISIS thrives on attention. They upload disturbing videos because they want them to be shared. For ISIS, this is 
the true value of social media: “propagande par le fait,” or “propaganda of the deed.” Propaganda of the deed 

relies on a shocking action, carried out in a public place, to incite fear & outrage among the masses. This is the 
philosophy behind detonating bombs in open marketplaces, recording execution videos or flying planes into 

buildings in downtown Manhattan. Social media is the perfect place to support this agenda: here, ISIS’s 
terrifying message spreads quickly and organically to homes and offices around the world.
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